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The Y7 football teams
continued the South Bradford Football tournament on Thursday evening at
the Goals Soccer Centre. We took two teams to compete in the 8-aside
games against several other schools from the area.
The boys competed hard all evening and the highlight was the SBSJ V SBSJ
contest! With Mr McCormick refereeing, SBSJ ‘2’ appeared to have players
all over the pitch – perhaps the extra player helped contribute to this!!! It
was a fantastic defensive display and ‘stand-in’ goalkeeper Nana Twum
made a number of excellent saves. Great performances from Luis Plata and Felix Ukandu were not quite
enough to get a result for SBSJ ‘2’ and SBSJ ‘1’ claimed victory. At the end of the game, we highlighted to
the players that even if someone is more skilful than you, you can still match them for effort and
determination, and the SBSJ ‘2’ boys certainly did this.

The crucial match of the evening was the top two clash with SBSJ ‘1’ facing Immanuel ‘A’ for the
title. SBSJ dominated the game and Reuben Laporta-White and Sam Adams scored the goals that clinched
the victory. We will now face the league winners of the Bradford North league in the finals after finishing
top of the league and not conceding a single goal in seven games!

It was the final round of the Y7 South
Bradford football league at Goals Soccer
Centre on Thursday evening.
We took 18 boys to take part in the
games on a bitterly cold evening.
The 'A' team finished top of the table
winning all 10 games without conceding a
single goal and the 'B' team finished
mid-table after a number of increasingly
impressive performances.
We are looking forward to the lighter
evenings so we can resume training
again at Ignis. Unless anyone out there
has half a million or so to build an
astroturf and floodlights?!!

Wednesday saw Y8 continue their adventure in the ESFA trophy this time away from home at
Wright Robinson College, Manchester. The boys were excited at the prospect of going over the Pennines
to the heart of football Gorton in Manchester the place where the famous Manchester City were
founded! As we arrived at the school the boys mood went from excited to daunted as their school didn’t
really resemble a school but more a University! Their facilities included space for 15 PE groups in one
period as well as 3 full size 4g AstroTurf pitches and a gymnasium that held the weightlifting in the 2002
commonwealth games!
The game started with its usual fervour and SBSJ found themselves in front with a neat passage of play
which set Adrian Mangdulabnan free and he duly applied the finish. SBSJ then continued to battle hard
with the defence put under a lot of pressure. Reuben Laporta-White (Y7) playing at the heart of the
defence was like a rock thwarting attacks with ease. Wright Robinson then took a shot from the edge of
the area which went I’ve the head of an unlucky Micheal Apanowicz in goal. Wright Robinson continued to
apply pressure and their very able number 10 dances past some defenders and the smashed one into the
top corner which even the great Manchester City legend Joe Corrigan would have struggled to save!
Wright Robinson then scored a third from a neatly placed free kick by again a very good number 10.
Half time 3-1
Again SBSJ started sharply and had a few chances only for their keeper to make some good saves.
SBSJ concedes a fourth after a long range effort was spilled and tapped in by the waiting striker.
SBSJ presses to try and find some parity in the game and scored after good play from Sahil Bashir and
Jack Clough down the right who set Iain Abe free and he squared for Mangdulabnan who finished well.
The game was very even with SBSJ pressing to find other goals to bring them back into the game but this
left us vulnerable and with the last kick of the game Wright Robinson made it 5-2
The lads represented the school really well as they have all the way through the competition. They should
heart and desire all they to the end and their attitudes where exceptional especially when the oppositions
wasn’t!
For the boys to reach the last 32 teams out of the 700 that started is a huge achievement for the school
and I’m pretty sure this is the furthest we have been for over 10 years.

SBSJ made there third away trip of the season tonight across to Garforth Leeds. After leaving at 1.45pm
we arrived in good time at 2.30 to see the 1900 students spilling out and giving us a very friendly
welcome! The game was on a very old AstroTurf pitch which our boys did not like when warming up
saying things like “Do we have to play on this!” “Can’t believe this pitch it’s rubbish!” I had to remind
them that we would love one of these at Ignis!
SBSJ started really well and found themselves on the score sheet early after a mazy run from
Adrian Mangdulabnan who rifled his shot in the top corner! Not long after lots of SBSJ pressure told and
from the resulting corner the ball was handled on line and a penalty was given which was finished after a
good save from the keep by Mangdulabnan. Again from the kick off SBSJ won the ball back and after
some beat play around the box Dominic Kirton slotted home. SBSJ then won a free kick on the edge of
the area after very good feet from Mangdulabnan. Rushworth stepped up and gracefully curled the ball
into far corner just like the majestic Kevin De Bruyne. The half was then finished off with a cracking
effort from Joe Priestley to wrap up the half. SBSJ 5-0 Garforth Academy In the second half Mr King made
a couple of changes and they started very slowly. This let Garforth in for their first of the night after some
sloppy defending.
SBSJ then went up the other end of the pitch and scored from a corner after a prolonged period of
pressure. The header coming from Lucas Holmes. Garforth scores another 3 times before the end of the
game which was very disappointing after what was an amazing start to the game!
We now play Corpus Christi in a Catholic derby in the semi final.

Monday 22nd January saw the U13 Mixed
Water Polo team travel to Bolton School to
play their first of two preliminary matches
in preparation for their upcoming English
Schools tournament.
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This was a tough match for the team but they
certainly give it their best and have learnt a lot
from the experienced gained. We took great
encouragement from our performance in parts
of the game. In fact when breaking the
quarters down, the first and last there wasn't
much separating us in performance or goals scored. However the middle two quarters are where Bolton
punished us, which on reflection the team understand that fitness levels were a big factor as most
members of the team readily admitted in those two quarters are when they felt the most tired.
A good effort and the team are certainly heading in the right direction.

The U18 Water Polo English Schools Championship National Semi-Final was held at the Manchester
Aquatic Centre on Tuesday 23rd January. The semi final was made up of the top 4 teams from the North
of England based on the results from previous rounds. The teams who finish 1st and 2nd go through to
the Championship Final held in London.
This is the first time in over 4 years since the days of Rocky, Jordan Towers, Luke Habergham to name a
few, that our U18 boys teams have managed to get to the Championship Semi Final. Something this team
should be extremely proud of when you consider the average age of our team is 15!
Thomas Cokewright, Theo Cokewright, Stefan Giangregorio, Fran Rocchio, Luke Handol,
Jastin Barrientos
The match against MGS was a close one with both teams taking it in turns to dominate. A draw was
probably a fair result in the end however the whole team were disappointed as we felt it was a winnable
game but a least we got a point on the board.
Bolton School finished first having won all 3 of their matches. We were happy with our score line against
them as it was the best on the day and its a big improvement from when they beat us 8 - 1 in the very
first round of the competition.
King Edwards School finished second. Going into our match against KES only 1 point separated us. A draw
would have seen us through to the final on goal difference but we were aiming for the win. What came
next couldn't have been predicted. We looked a completely different team to the ones who had just put in
2 fantastic performances against MGS and Bolton. KES capitalised and absolutely killed the game off in the
first half 4-0 meaning it was too much of an uphill climb. The team to their credit kept battling and our
second half performance was vastly improved but it was a case of too little to late.
Bolton and KES progress to the English Schools Championship National Final, with MGS and SBSJ coming
joint 3rd finishing level on points.
Well done to all involved. A fantastic achievement on reaching the ESSA Championship National Semi
Final. It will be some of our payers last time being able to represent the school in a tournament as they
will be moving on at the end of the year. I would like to take this opportunity to thank
,
and
for their contribution over the past 7 years in representing the school.
They have dedicated hundreds of hours of their free time before and after school, weekends and school
holidays to train and represent SBSJ. As well as countless hours of voluntary work on the poolside across
both sites as coaches and lifeguards in their more senior years here at SBSJ. On the whole they have been
fantastic role models within the Water Polo squad. Good luck with your futures, which I hope they are
bright and prosperous.

The U12 'Mixed' Water Polo team travelled to Bolton
School on Thursday 25th January in what was their first
ever match. The team were naturally excited but also
slightly nervous as they were aware that Bolton School are the best team in the country.
I always try make the first match we play in year 7 against Bolton because I think its fantastic experience
and also it lets our players see what standard we are trying to aspire to get to.
We arrived early which is always
planned for a teams first visit as I
like to be able to look around their
Water Polo corridor of fame, which
never fails to impress. Our players
couldn't believe how many trophies
they had as well being in awe of all
the pictures/trunks/shirts of all their
students past and present who have
gone on to represent the England
and/or Great Britain at various
levels. Two of which were at the
London 2012 Olympics.
Then came the match which was
a tough one, as expected.
SBSJ 3 - 24 Bolton School
Player of the Match - Sienna Harrop
As I explained to the team after the match I was really proud with their effort and attitude towards the
match, their opponents and to each other. They understand that most of the Bolton players have been
doing Water Polo since they were in year 5/6 and that they play Water Polo outside of school and that's
why there is such a big gap between us at the moment. It will only get easier from here as long as we
continue to work hard and I feel the experienced gained is vital for their future development.

Tuesday 30th January was the U18 Girls English Schools Water Polo Championships held at the
Manchester Aquatic Centre. With the top two teams progressing to the English Schools National Final.
I have put the result of the game between ourselves and Manchester High from the 2016-17 ESSA
Championships to put into perspective the improvement we have made over the last year.
2016-17 Result
Manchester High 10 – 1 SBSJ
This year’s group was made up of
the same teams, SBSJ, Manchester
High and Crompton House.
However Crompton pulled out at
the last minute as they couldn’t
muster a team.
2017-18 Result
Manchester High 2 – 4 SBSJ
Player of the Match – Matilda King
As you can see from the result
above we have made a drastic improvement since last year and the result means we go through to the
final. Both teams go through regardless due to Crompton dropping out however it shouldn’t take away
from the effort the girls put in to win the match.
After the English Schools 'official' 2 periods of play we then played another 2 periods to which Manchester
won overall 7 - 6. This was perfect in a way because whilst we should be happy with winning 4 - 2 win in
the beginning, it's shown the girls that they need to work on fitness as well as other areas to make sure
we are ready to compete in the English Schools National Final in March.
Well done girls on being the first U18 girls team to get to the English Schools National Final, something
you should all be really proud of! Especially when you consider the average age of our team is just 14!

Match reports by Mr M Wright

